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1. Introduction. Let A be a global field (either a finite extension of Q

or a field of algebraic functions in one variable over a finite field) or a local

field (a local completion of a global field). Let C(A,n) (respectively: A(A, n),

JV(A, n) and £(A, n)) be the set of X e A such that X is the norm of every cyclic

(respectively: abelian, normal and arbitrary) extension of A of degree n. We

show that

(*) C(A, n) = A(A, n) = JV(A, n) = £(A, n) = A"

is "almost" true for any global or local field and any natural number n. For

example, we prove (*) if A is a number field and %)(n or if A is a function field

and n is arbitrary.

In the case when (*) is false we are still able to determine C(A, n) precisely.

It then turns out that there is a specified X0 e A such that

C(A,n) = r0/2An u A".

Since we always have

C(A,n) => A(A,n) => N(A,n) r> £(A,n) => A",

there are thus two possibilities for each of the three middle sets. Determining

which is true seems to be a delicate question; our results on this problem, which

are incomplete, are presented in §5.

2. Preliminaries. We consider an algebraic number field A as a subfield of

the field of all complex numbers. If p is a nonarchimedean prime of A then there

is a natural injection A -> Ap where Ap denotes the completion of A at p. We

regard A as a subfield of Ap by means of this injection. For example, "sec(27t/256)

eA" makes sense and if it is true then "sec(27r/256) e Ap" makes sense and is

true.

If Si is a field we also denote the multiplicative group of the field by Si; the

resulting danger of confusion is trivial. If A is a finite extension of Si then

JVA/n is the norm function JVA/n : A -* Si, defined by setting JVA/n(A) = determinant
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of the endomorphism of A (regarded as a vector space over ÍÍ) induced by mul-

tiplication by X. If n is a natural number ST is the set of to" with to e SI.

I denotes the ring of all algebraic integers and so £2 n I is the ring of integers

of SI. Q denotes the field of the rational numbers, and we set Z = Q O I.

J denotes the set of the natural numbers. If a.fteJ then "a|ft" means that

there exists ceJ such that ft = ac; "a Jf ft" means that a \ ft is false. If a, ft e Z

then <a,ft> denotes the set of ceZ such that a^c^b.

If A is an algebraic number field then an even prime of A means a prime ideal

of A n I containing 2.

Lemma 1. Let A be afield. For each neJ, let X„ be a nonempty class of

finite extensions of A such that if p is a prime in 3 and pr\n but pr+1 Jen then,

for every SIe Xpr, there exists Sel„ so that SI c Z. Let B„ be the set of Xe A

such that XeNn//i(Sl)for all SleXn.

Then if

(*) Bn c A"

when n is a power of a prime, (*) is true for all neJ.

Proof. We assume (*) is true for prime powers and decompose n into the

product of powers of distinct primes

n = Py.Ps.

Suppose toeB„. Let ie <l,s> and let SleXPl. Then there exists "LeX„ so that

SI c Z. It follows that cue7V£/A(Z) = TVn/A(TVI/n(Z)) c 7Vn/A(£2).

Thus toeBp, c APi. Hence, for each ie<l,s> there exists cü¡eA so that

to = co?'. Now for ie <l,s> there are a,eZ such that

ai(«/Pi) + a2(n/P2) + ... + as(n/Ps)= 1,

and we have

ío = (tü"yitoa21--to°,)neA''.

We have shown B„ c A" for all ne3, proving the lemma.

Remark. Retaining the hypothesis of the lemma, suppose further that A is a

number field. Let B'n be the set of A e A n I such that X e 7V0/A (SI r\ I) for all

£2 e X„. Then if

(**) K c(ATM)

when n is a power of a prime, (**) is true for all n e J. The proof is analogous to

the proof of the lemma.

3. The local case.

Theorem 1.   If A is a local field and ne 3 then
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A(A,n) = A ,

i.e.,

(*) n^w«) = a">
where the intersection is extended over all abelian extension Si/A of degree n.

Furthermore, (*) is true if the intersection is taken over all cyclic extensions

Si of degree dividing n.

Proof. Both results are evident when A is either the complex numbers or the

real numbers. Thus we assume A is a nonarchimedean local field. Let P be a power

of a rational prime. First, assume that the characteristic of A does not divide P.

As is proved in the introductory part of [2] we have

(1) <A:A')-j^- J,

where J"P is the number of Pth roots of unity of A and where | | is the normed

absolute value of A, determined by the condition that the reciprocal of the absolute

value of a generator of the prime of A is equal to the order of its residue class

field. Since we are assuming that P is not a multiple of the characteristic,

(A:AP) < oo and it follows from the existence theorem, as stated in Theorem 14

of [6], that there exists an abelian extension Si of A such that

Ap = JVn/A(i2).

By the local reciprocity law, the galois group B of Si/ A is isomorphic to

A/Nn/A(Si) = A/Ap,

and hence the exponent P' of B divides P. Since B is abelian, there exist cyclic

subgroups C, of B for i e < l,i > so that

B = Cl--Ct (direct).

Thus there exist cyclic extensions r¡ of A such that Si is the composite of the

r¡ and such that the galois group of r,/A is canonically isomorphic with C¡ for

¿6<U>.
From the local class field theory, we know that the norm group of the composite

of abelian extensions is the intersection of the norm groups :

(2) n^rl7A(ri) = Nn/A(£2) = Ap.
i=i

Since the order of C¡ divides the exponent P' of B, it divides P. Thus the index

of Cx ••• Cj-! Ci+1 ••• C, in B is a divisor of P. By (1), the order of B is a multiple

of P. It follows from these two facts that there is a subgroup B¡ of Cx ■ ■ ■ C¡ _ t C¡ + j

••• C, whose index in B is P. The fixed field I, of B¡ contains r¡ and [£: A] = P.

Thus
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¿(A,n)c (W/ACE|) = nJVr„A(ri) = Ap,

and so

(3) A(A,n) = Q NL¡/A(S,) = Q iVr¡/A(r() = Ap.

Now suppose that P is a power of the characteristic p of A. For each meJ,

we let Wm denote the set of w e A such that w - 1 e Ym, where Y denotes the prime

ideal of the valuation ring R of A. Let y be a generator of the principal ideal Y

and let T be the cyclic group of powers of y. Let U be the group of units of R. Then

A = TU (direct)

and so

A' = TPUP (direct).

Thus

A/ApWm = ZP • U/UpWm (direct),

for all me 3, where ZP is a cyclic group of order P.

Now (U:UpWm)^(U:Wm) = qm-qm~1. We assert that (U:UPWJ becomes

arbitrarily large for sufficiently large m. We have (U-.U'WJ^iW^W,. r\UpWJ.

But Wx n UpWm=WpWm, so that ([/:L7pI47m)^(I471:irflfm). Now suppose

that (Wi-.WlW^t) = (WiiWÍWJ. Then Wm c WpWm+1. Hence there exist eeJ,

y e [/ and co e R such that 1 + ym = (1 + y/)p(l + co/"* l). This gives >>m = ypyeP

+ (oym+1 + ypojeP+m+l, whence eP = m. Thus if m is not divisible by P then

(Wi:Wp1Wm+1) > (W,:WpWm). This establishes our assertion.

Thus(A:ApTfm) = P-(L7:L7pIfm) is finite for each meJ, but becomes arbit-

rarily large for sufficiently large m. Since A/ApWm has exponent dividing P,

(A:ApWm) is a power of p which is a multiple of P for m sufficiently large, say

m> M.

The existence theorem of the local class field theory, in the case of a subgroup

of A of index a power of the characteristic, as stated in Theorem 15 of Chapter 6

of [6], applies when the subgroup contains Wm for some m e J. Hence there exists

an abelian extension £2 of A such that

Nn/A(ii) = AXo,
where m0 > M, and

P|[Í2:A].

Let B be the galois group of Í2/A. As before, there exist cyclic extensions T,

of A with galois groups canonically isomorphic to Cl for ie (Afy where

B = Cl-C, (direct)

and (C, : 1) | P. Now we have
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Since [r¡ : A] | P and P | [Si : A] and Si/A is abelian, there exist abelian extensions

S,/A such that Si => E¡ => r¡ =, A and [É, : A] = P for i e <l,i>. We have

JWfl) = fi ^(» = ñ ^r,A(r,) = a X0 -
¡ = f 1=1

By combining these facts for each m > M and changing notation slightly we

see that there exist cyclic extensions r,/A and abelian extensions £i/A with

ñ^SjDTpA and [E¡ : A] = P,

for all ¿eJ, such that
00 00

(4)      Na/A(si) = n^w2^ - rVri/A(r,.) = rvx-
¡"1

P,ym-
,P*,-/~» rrP,,

Let Xe f]m>MApWm.
There exists an /ieZ such that XyPh eÇ\m>M UpWm, because XyPhe U for some

h e Z. Thus, for each m> M, there exist umeU and wme JFm such that

A/" = «>»•

From the definition of Wm, the sequence (wm) converges to 1 with respect to

the valuation of A. Hence the sequence (u£) converges (to XyPh) and therefore

is a Cauchy sequence. Since upm — up = (um — w„)p, it follows that the sequence

(um) is also a Cauchy sequence. Thus (um) converges to a limit ueAp. It fol-

lows that

RAXcA".
m>M

In view of (3), (4) and Lemma 1 of §2 we have established the theorem.

4. The global case.

4.1. Some lemmas from the literature. We collect some lemmas which will

be used in proving Theorem 2. We either give the proof or give a specific ref-

erence (not necessarily the original source). Throughout this section, A denotes

a fixed global field, and n will always denote a natural number.

We set E„ = exp(27ti/2"), V„ = 2 + E„ + 1/E„ and, if n ^ 2,

W,
: [En+1 + l/En+1J        V„   ,[Vn+1-2j

If A is a number field we set s = s(A) = largest a e Z such that \a e A. We

have s ^ 2 and V„ e A for a e <0,s> since Va = [Va+1 - 2]2. We set S0 = S0(A)

= the set of those even primes p of A for which -1, Vs, — VS£A2. We set

i(n) = largest b e Z such that 2b \ n.
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Lemma 3.   // A is a number field, peS0 and t(n) > 0 rften V,"/2^ A"p.

Proof. Suppose V"/2= X", for some XeAp. Setting t = t(n), we have that

n = 2'm where m is odd and

rvf !r = m2'.
This implies that

V2        = to2 for some toeAp;

in fact, for to = Vf2'-1 Xhm, where hm + K2' = 1. Hence Vs = (,(o2 where £ is a

2'_1th root of unity. But this relation implies ÇeAp and hence Ç = ±l since

-1 £ A2 by the first requirement for p to be in S0. But V, = ± to2 means ± Vs e A2,

contradicting one of the remaining requirements for p to be in S0. This completes

the proof.

Lemma 4. Let S be a finite set of primes of A. Then A n Qp^Ap = A"

except in the special case when

(1) A is a number field,

(2) t(n) > s,

(3) -I.V., -VS,ÍA2,
(4) So c S.

In this special case

A n p| A"p = W;/2 A" U A" # A".
P*S

Remark. Lemma 4 appears as Theorem 1 of Chapter 10 of [2]. We mention

that the number Ws is an integer of A which is divisible only by even primes of A.

First Ws = 4/Vs e A. Second, W2S= [2/(1 + Bs)] 2S ; but we can show recursively

that if Cs is any primitive 2sth root of unity (e.g., -Es) then [1 - £J2S = 2u,

where us is a unit. In fact,

[i - cs+1]2 [i + C,+i]2> = [i - Q2 = [1 - Q2°~l2u„

whence

Since -Cs+i and £s+1 are powers of each other (1 - Cs+i)/(l 4- £s+i) is a unit;

the fact we have mentioned follows from this.

We also need Theorem 5 of Chapter 10 of [2] which we state as

Lemma 5 (Grunwald-Wang). Let S be a finite set of primes of A, cpa character

of Ap of period np for each peS and n the least common multiple of the nps.

Then there exists a character c of the idèle class group of A whose local re-

strictions at peS are the given cp. The period of c can be made n provided that

if A, n and S are as in the special case of Lemma 4 (or in other words, if

Ann^Ap#A") then
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n^f)=i;
peSo

here, an empty product is understood to represent 1.

Corollary. Under the same conditions, the period of c can be made any

multiple m of n.

Proof. We set S' — S U {q}, where q is any prime of A such that q$SU S0.

We further set cq equal to the character of Ag defining the (cyclic) unramified

extension of degree m. Applying the lemma to A, m and S' yields the corollary.

4.2. The determination of C(A,n). As in the introduction, we denote by C(A,n)

the intersection of the norm groups of all cyclic extensions of degree n over A.

Lemma 6.   C(A,n) cAn f)ptSo Ap.

Proof. Let X e C(A,n). Let p be an arbitrary prime of A such that p $ S0 and

let E be an arbitrary cyclic extension of Ap of degree dividing n. Let cp be the

character of Ap corresponding to the cyclic extension 2/Ap. Then, by the Corollary

to Lemma 5, there exists a global character c on the idèle class group of A

whose local restriction at p is cp and whose period is n. This c defines a cyclic

extension T/A of degree n such that T - = Z where p is a prime of T above p. Now

XsC(A,n) c Jvr/A(r) <= Nr-iA(T- = jvl/Aj)(z).

Since E is an arbitrary cyclic extension of Ap of degree dividing n, we have

from Theorem 1 of §3 that X e A"p. Thus we have X e A n pjpisoAp» an^ we nave

proved the lemma.

Remark.     Lemmas 4 and 6 together give an estimate of C(A,n).  Namely,

A"cC(A,n)cWfA"uA"

always, and C(A,n) = A" except, perhaps, when A and n satisfy 1, 2 and 3 of

Lemma 4. We sharpen this estimate to determine C(A,n) exactly.

Theorem 2.   C(A,n) = A" except in the special case when

(1) A is a number field,

(2) t(n)>s,

(3) S0 has precisely one member or S0 is empty but —1, V(s), — V(s)£A2.

In this special case,

C(A,n)=W^2AnUAB#A".

Proof. The last inequality follows from the last inequality of Lemma 4, since,

if S0 = {p}, -1, V„ -Vs¿ A2 and so, a fortiori, -1, Vs, -Vse A2 .

For the proof of the rest of the result, it suffices, by the remark preceding the

theorem, to assume A is a number field, t(n) > s and then to prove that
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W"'2 6 C(A,n)

if, and only if, S0 has at most one member.

Suppose that S0 has at least 2 members, say

S0 = {PuP2>--->pk}, where fc ̂  2.

For ie <l,fc> let A, denote the completion of A at p¡. For ie <1,2> (in parti-

cular) we have V"/2 ¿ A" by Lemma 3. By Theorem 1 of §3 there exists a cyclic

extension T, of A, of degree dividing n such that V"/2 i Nr (Tt), for i e <1,2>.

Let r¡ = A¡ for i e <3,fc>. Letting c¡ be the character of A¡ defining r¡, for each

i e <l,fc>, we may apply the Corollary to Lemma 5 and obtain a global character c

whose local restriction at p¡ is c¡. The period of c can be taken to be any multiple

of all the periods of the c¡, provided that

n CiCvr2) = i.

This proviso is satisfied, because, for i g <3,fc>, c¡ is identically 1, while, for

i e <1,2>, we have c¡(Vf2) = -1, since Vs"/2 ¿ JVr./A< (r(), by the choice of r¡, while

[vs"/2]2=vs"eA-;c:jvr¡/A((ri).

Since [r¡ : A¡] | n, for ie <l,fc>, we may take the period of c to be n. Thus c

defines a cyclic extension T/A of degree n such that (in particular) the completion

of T at a prime above px is Tx. Now

wsn/2=^|r^ri/A(r1);

a fortiori,

W;/2¿Mr/A(T).

We have shown that if W"/2 e C(A,n) then S0 has at most one member.

Conversely, assume S0 has at most one member and let T/A be a cyclic ex-

tension of degree n with galois group C. We must show W"/2 eiVr/A(r).

Using the formulation of Artin 's reciprocity theorem as given in [5],

•Ar/A : J\ -► C

be the reciprocity map, where JA is the idèje group of A, and we let i/^/a,, De

the local reciprocity map for each prime q of A. Identifying A with a subgroup

of JA in the natural way, we have

(*) l = >/'r/A(Wf)=ri'/'r/A>i(Wsn/2),
i

where the product is extended over all primes q of A. Since

ker(^r/A>8) = NT.IA (Tq) 3 A,"
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where q is a prime of F above q, we have (using Lemma 4)

(**) >/'r/A,?(W:/2)=l,

except for at most one q. But then (*) shows (**) must hold for this q also. It

follows that W"/2 is a norm of every local completion of F. Since r/A is cyclic

W"/2 must be a norm of F by the Hasse Norm Theorem. This completes the proof.

Examples. 1. S0(Q) has one member, (2). This follows from the fact that (2)

is the unique even prime of Q, while r(^ —1), Q(VV2) = Q(^/2) and

Q(V - V2) = Q(V-2) are ramified of degree 2 at (2), so that -1, V2, - V2 i Q22).

Since V3 = 2/^/2 + 2 £ Q, s(Q) = 2. Thus A = Q and n = 8 provide an example

where the special conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied with S0 having precisely

one member.

2. S0(Q(^7)) 's empty. Since 7 = 3 mod 4, Q(^/7) is ramified of degree 2

above (2), and so Q(,/7) has a unique even prime, say p. But since —7 = 1 mod 8,

-7eQ(22)cQp(V7)2. Since leQp(Jl)2, we have -leQp(V7)2, proving the

assertion. Thus A = 0.(^/7), n = 8 is an example where the special conditions of

Theorem 2 are satisfied with S0(Q(s/T)) empty but  — 1, V2 = 2,   — V2 = — 2

¿Q(V7)2- _
3. For A = Q(-J — 1) and n arbitrary, the special conditions of Theorem 2 are

not satisfied; yet S0(Q(\/ — 1)) is empty.

4. For A arbitrary and 8 Jf n, the special conditions of Theorem 2 are not

satisfied, and yet S0(k) may have precisely one member; for example, if A = Q.

5. S0(Q(sf—7)) has 2 members. In fact, —7eQ(2), and so (2) splits into 2

distinct primes, say pt and p2. Since Q(j — 1), Q(V2), Q(V~~ 2) are ramified of

degree 2 over (2), we have -1, 2, -2¿Q22) = Qpi(yf^J)2, for ie <1,2>. Thus

A = Q(-S/ —7) and n arbitrary is an example where the special conditions of

Theorem 2 are not satisfied, because S0(Q^/— 7) has more than one member.

Remark. By these examples, it follows that, for number fields, the condi-

ditions 2 and 3 of Theorem 2 are independent and irredundant.

5. Further results and unsolved problems in the number field case. Through-

out this section, A denotes a fixed number field. We define s = s(A), S0 = S0(A),

C(A,n) and r(n) as in Chapter 4. We let £(A,n) be the intersection of the norm

groups of all extensions of A of degree n. We always have

A"c=£(A,n)c=C(A,n);

we can strengthen this, but we need a well-known auxiliary result.

Lemma 7. // L is an algebraic number field, n a prime of Land G/Ln an

extension of degree n, there exists an extension S/L of degree n and a prime ñ

of S above n so that S- = G.

Proof. Let G = Ln(a) and let / be the monic irreducible polynomial for a

over L„. Then it follows from Theorems 9 and 10 of Chapter 2 of [1] that if g
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is a monic polynomial of degree n in L„[X] such that the coefficients of equal

powers of X in/and g are sufficiently near in the valuation of Ln, then Ln(a) = Ln(ß)

for some root ß of g. We may find such a a in L\X] c L„[X]. For this g we

have, for some prime ñ of L(ß) above n, (£(/?))„ = Ln(ß) = G and so S = L(ß)

satisfies the requirements of the lemma.

Theorem 3. £(A,n) = A", unless

(1) t(n)>s,

(2) S0 is empty.

Proof. By Theorem 2 of §4, all we must show is that

Ws/2tNr/A(Si),

for some extensions Si/A of degree n, assuming that t(n) > s and S0 has precisely

one member p.

By Lemma 3 of §4,
wb/2 = 2n/\nJ2$Anp.

By Theorem 1 of §3, there is a cyclic extension r/Ap of degree m such that

m\n and

(*) K'2 ¿Jvr/A,(r).

By Lemma 7, there exists an extension E'/A of degree m and a prime p' of E'

above p so that Ep. = T. By the Corollary to Lemma 5 of §4, there exists an

(cyclic) extension E/E' of degree n/m and a prime p of E above p' so that E- = T.

Using (*) and the fact that

JVï/A(E)cJVr-/Ap(E-) = JVr/Ap(D,
we have

W"/2#JVI/A(E).

Since

[E:A] = [E:E'] [E':A] = n/m-m = n,

the theorem is established.

Remark. Theorem 3 gives new information in the case when S0(A) has

precisely one member, e.g., if A = Q. Thus we now know that while 16 is the

norm of every cyclic extension of Q of degree 8, there is some extension of Q

of degree 8 for which 16 is not a norm.

After Theorems 2 and 3 it is natural to attempt to determine A(A,n), the inter-

section of the norm groups of all abelian extensions of degree n over A. By

Theorem 2, we may restrict our attention to fields A and numbers n which satisfy

the conditions 1, 2 and 3 of that theorem. The question hinges on whether or not

W"/2 is the norm of every abelian extension of degree n over A. For example, is

16 a norm of every abelian extension of degree 8 over Q? We do not know
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the answer to this question. However, we can show that 16 is not the norm of

an integer of every abelian extension of degree 8 over Q. More generally, we

have the following result.

Theorem 4. Let A  be a  number field such that the principal (integral)

ideal (Ws) is not the square of a principal (integral) ideal of A. Then we have,

for all neJ,

(*) p|iW(lr>i2) = (lnA)" = lnA",

where the intersection is over all abelian extensions Í2/A of degree n.

Proof. By the remark following Lemma 2 of §2, we may assume n is a

power of a prime and thence, by Theorem 2 of §4, we may assume n is a power

of 2, n = 2'. For the purpose of proving the result by induction, we must use

a stronger induction hypothesis than the statement of the theorem requires ; let

Ht be the proposition : There exists an abelian extension T of degree 2' over A

such that the principal ideal (W2 ) of A is not the norm of the square of a prin-

cipal integral ideal of T.

If H, is true for all t e J then (W5)2 is not the norm of a principal integral ideal

of T, where T satisfies Ht. Hence W2 is not the norm of an integer of T. As we

know, this imples that (*) is true for n = 2'.

Now H0 is true by our assumption about A. We assume teJ and T satisfies

Bt.t.
Let 7u "•>?* be integers of T such that (7O, •••,(v¡v) are aH trie distinct principal

integral ideals having norm (W2 ) over A. That there exists such an NeJ and

yt for i e <l,iV> follows from the fact that there are only a finite number of integral

ideals with a given norm and from Nr/A((WJ) = (W2     ), which shows N ^ 1.

Let U be the group of units of T. Since U is finitely generated, U/U2 is finite

with exponent 2 and so has a basis uu--,uM. This means that, for all ueU,

there exist m3 e Z and v e U such that

and if

u=v'2 n uf,
Ai

with v' eU and m¡eZ, then m¡ = m) mod 2, for each/

If w e U then y,w i T2, for otherwise (y¡) = (ytw) would be the square of a

principal integral ideal of T, so that (W2'_1) would be the norm of the square

of a principal integral ideal of T, contradicting our inductive hypothesis. Given

an ie <1,N>, it follows from these considerations that if

M

y?°X\u";'eT2
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then mk = 0 mod 2, for fee <0,M>. By Satz 169 of [4], it follows that there

exists an infinite set S¡ of primes of T such that

and

for all j e <1,M> and for all PeS¡ where, for x e T such that x is integral at P

(x\ _ 11 if x
[pj- (-I o

= y1 mod P for some yeTrM,

otherwise.

For each prime P of T, we set F equal to the positive generator of the prime ideal

of Z below P. Since the S¡ are infinite we can recursively determine a P eS

for each i 6 <1,JV> such that

(i)   no (P¡) ramifies in T/Q,

(ii)   Pt*Pj if i *j.
Setting N

¡=i

we claim that Ti^/d) satisfies Ht.

jd$r since F¡ ramifies in Qi^/d). Thus r(yjd) is  an abelian extension of de-

gree 2' over A. Now suppose that contrary to our claim

(W2) = JVr(VJ)/r((J)2)

for some integral

jeTQd).

Then

(W2'"1) = 7Vr(W(J)) = ^r/A(Nr(vd-)r((J))).

Since JVr(vj)/r((J)) is a   principal integral ideal, there exists an ¿e<l,JV>

so that

(yd = tfr(v7)/r((J)) = (WrrWJ)).

Setting J = y + ^fd a> with A, a> e T, we have

(7>) = (A2 - fl-o,2).

Thus there exists ueU such that

jiU = X2 - da>2.

Hence there exist m}eZ and weU such that
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M
„2y,w2 n "7J = X2 - dto2.

For neT, let v(n) be the order of n at P¡. Then v(X2) is even and from (i) and

(ii) v(d)= 1. Hence v( — dto2) is odd. Hence

which implies

Since

it follows that

v(X2) Ï v(-dto2)

v(X2 - dm2) = min(ü(A2), v(dto2)).

4viw2f[»y) = o.

v(X2), v(dto2) ̂  0.

Thus v(to2) ̂  0. Hence we have

1 =

M

T ,f}iy,w2 [I u"j 2   Mmimr - (t) -Pi

a contradiction.

Thus F(y/d) does satisfy H„ and Theorem 4 is proved.

Remark. For the field Q(^/7), for example, the indeterminateness of A(Q(jl), n)

and E(Q(y/7), n) when 8 | n persists. For we have seen (Example 2 of Chapter 4)

that S0(Q(sf7)) is empty, so that Theorem 3 does not apply. Also we have noted

that Q(^7) ramifies above (2), so that (2) = p2. Since 0(^/7) n I is a unique

factorization domain, p is principal, and so Theorem 4 does not apply.
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